SHERLOCK GNOMES DETECTIVE SHEET
Clue

Location

Letters

My names Ned the Gnome and this place is my new home. I don’t
want to “w-rec-k” anything but if you want to know which letter’s I
took you’ll have to take a good hard look.
I want to “SEA” if you “CAN” find me, here I play and have fun all day.
The name is Bart, I’m not a diamond, spade or heart. While I’m here I
might paint, dance or throw a dart. I’ll stay safe with good protection
and wait till they open for their next jam session.
My names Claire and my hiding spot is in the open air. If I don’t hide
well, you could see my reflection there.
My names skip, and I’ll give you a tip! There’s lots of clues to come,
and fun in “store”. You might see me when you drive by, stop for a
chip, get gas or more. Look in the place where your community
information is shared, at the top you’ll see me and my letters there.
My names Kyle and I could stay hiding here for a while. It’s a good
thing where I’m hiding has lots of jackets, you can learn about
anything here from ancient Rome to tennis rackets.
This building in Redbridge has the most stories but is not very tall. If
you solve all these clues, you could find us all!
My names Doc and I’m the oldest gnome around. If you want to find
the letters I stole, go to the “golden” place in your town.
Bobs my name, riddles, clues and hiding is my game. To find where I
am, just look for a sign. Knowing your ABC’s and 123’s can help you
figure out this hiding spot of mine!
My names Charlie and you can ONLY find me on Saturdays, I’m the
new volunteer around here now a day’s. I think I will call this little
shack home, once a week I get visitors who bring junk of their own. Ill
welcome you as you go on your way, “throw it far over the edge” I
hear the other nice volunteers say.
My names Dan this clue is hard, but if you think long about it you will
find me in the yard. First is the last, last is the first, U R in the middle.
My hiding spot may be the toughest riddle!

Congratulations you found all the gnomes hiding spots and letters.
Return your sheet and your name will be entered into the draw!
For a bonus entry unscramble all the letters to unlock the mystery phase!

You can submit your finished detectives’ sheet to the drop box at the Rec or
take a picture and text/email message it to the following.
phelpscommunityreccentre@hotmail.com
705-358-8073 (Amanda)
PLEASE DON’T FORGET YOUR NAME & NUMBER SO WE CAN CONTACT YOU IF YOU WIN!
Name:

Number:

